Determining fall direction and impact location for various disturbances and gait speeds using the articulated total body model.
Because fall experiments with volunteers can be both challenging and risky, especially with older volunteers, we wished to develop computer simulations of falls to provide a theoretical framework for understanding and extending experimental results. To perform a preliminary validation of the articulated total body (ATB) model for passive falls, we compared the model predictions of fall direction, impact location, and impact velocity as a function of disturbance type (faint, slip, step down, trip) and gait speed (fast, normal, slow) to experimental results with young adult volunteers. The three-dimensional ATB model had 17 segments and 16 joints. Its physical characteristics, environment definitions, contact functions, and initial conditions were representative of our experiment. For each combination of disturbance and gait speed, the ATB model was left to fall passively under gravity once disturbed, i.e., no joint torques were applied, until impact with the floor occurred. Finally, we also determined the sensitivity of the model predictions to changes in the model's parameters. Our model predictions of fall angles and impact angles were qualitatively in agreement with those observed experimentally for ten and seven of the 12 original simulations, respectively. Quantitatively, the model predictions of fall angles, impact angles, and impact velocities were within one experimental standard deviation for seven, three, and nine of the 12 original simulations, respectively, and within two experimental standard deviations for ten, nine, and 11 of the 12 original simulations, respectively. Finally, the fall angle and impact angle region did not change for 92% and 95% of the 74 input variation simulations, respectively, and the impact velocities were within the experimental standard deviations for 78% of the 74 input variation simulations. Based on our simulations and a sensitivity analysis, we conclude that our preliminary validation of the ATB model for passive falls was successful. In fact, these ATB model simulations represent a significant step forward in fall simulations. We believe that with additional work, the ATB model could be used to accurately simulate a variety of human falls and may be useful in further understanding the etiology and mechanisms of fall injuries such as hip fractures.